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What a fun match!  We had a chilly start to our annual Halloween match, but the 

sun came out and it was pretty comfortable as we shot among the witches and 

skeletons and other creepy stuff.   

 

 30 shooters came out to the match, and apparently everyone decided to 

dress up as a cowboy for Halloween!  Not really any costumes, but a lot of fast 

shooting!   Mad Dog Max just edged out Lassiter for top shooter with a 102.54! 



And top lady for the day was Josie Marcus.  Nice job to both of you!  Speaking of 

Josie, before the match President Boone had a special presentation and gift for 

her… 

 

 

 

And just so Josie doesn’t feel picked on, here is a picture of Pickaway showing off 

his costume… 

 



 

 

 All the stages were fun as usual, but the funnest stage for the day was the 

“trick or treat” stage.  You had to draw one of four face down cards before you 

start the stage, and two cards say trick and two cards say treat. A trick card meant 

you had to shoot the stage as written and all normal penalties apply, but if you 

got a treat card, you could shoot the stage with no misses and no procedurals, 

and shotgun targets just needed to be engaged but didn’t have to fall.  Everyone 

was very careful to mix the cards up and choose carefully to avoid one of the 

dreaded trick cards.  But after a number of shooters made it through the stage 

and all of them had gotten a treat card, we realized that we were all being tricked, 

because all 4 cards said treat!  So it was really fun seeing everyone shoot as fast 

as they could without worrying about misses and Ps.  Let me tell you, the targets 

were close but there were still plenty of misses!   



 

 

Thanks to everyone who helped put on the match, setting stages, decorating, 

tearing down, registration and scoring, and just for coming out to shoot with us. 

 



 We will be shooting again on November 15th if the weather will allow it, so 

stay tuned and check the website just in case we need to cancel because of bad 

weather.  Hope to see you next month and have a Happy Halloween! 

 

 


